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Abstract. The complexity of distributed systems continuously increases and their usage is widened into a

variety of contexts. Users do several activities through these systems like sharing data, chatting, buying online,

etc. Persons, hardware and software are involved in activities so we consider a system as the representation

of two worlds, the social and the digital worlds. Trust plays an important role in helping users to analyze the

danger or risk they incur when doing an activity. Research on trust notions has focused on the social entities

where a trustee is a person or an organization of persons. Recent research analyzes trust toward the digital world

i.e., technologies. We consider that having these two building blocks is not enough for a user to decide if she

can confidently do an activity in a particular system. Such decision requires to consider the system organization

as a whole because it determines whom and what would be involved in a user activity and how. This article

focuses on this problem and provides first ideas for solution.

1 Introduction

A large number of distributed systems arises nowadays being more and more complex and used for a variety of

applications. Participants of these systems do several activities like sharing documents, chatting, buying online,

etc. Persons, hardware and software are involved in activities, so we consider a system as the representation of two

worlds, the social and the digital worlds, and their relationships.

When using a system, user expectations may vary from one user to another in many different aspects, in

particular, they may give different assessments to trust and privacy issues. Current systems generally do not adapt

to such individual needs and users are forced to have faith in them. Nevertheless, within systems, trust plays an

important role and helps users to analyze the danger or risk they incur when doing activities [1]. If users trust the

systems they use for their activities, they will feel more confident when using them. We believe that preserving

privacy is one of the most important factors that influences trust, in the meaning that a user can not trust a system

that does not preserve her privacy.

Trust has been widely studied. On one hand, research on trust notions has focused on trust toward persons

or organizations of persons [2,3,4]. They consider trust in general, analyzing several concepts concerning, among

others, disposition to trust (trusting stance, faith in humanity), trusting beliefs (competence, benevolence), cogni-

tive processes (unit groups, reputation, stereotypes), etc. Some studies in computer sciences adopted the previous

concepts in different domains. In particular, trust toward a person mostly depends on her reputation which is con-

structed from the information collected about her activities in the system [5,6,7,8,9,10]. We consider those works

within what we call the social world, that is actually the real world. On the other hand, recent research analyzes

trust toward the digital world i.e., technologies [11,12,13,14]. Trust in this context has been defined as the “willing-

ness of the trustee to depend on a piece of software to do a task” [14]. Some other works define a generic definition

of trust toward the different entities of the system either if it is a person or an artifact [15,16]. These works are still

limited to trust toward the separated entities that construct the system and do not give a general point of view of

the user’s trust toward a whole system for an activity, represented by all the actors involved (from both the social

and digital worlds). By studying the trust toward a system for an activity we are interested in making the system

adaptable to one of the user expectations which is the trust.

The objective of this paper is to provide the basis that enable users to build a personal and private trust decision

toward a system to do an activity. In [17,18], we proposed SOCIOPATH, a meta-model that allows to draw a

representation (or model) of a system. This representation consists in (i) components in the social world like

hardware, persons, etc, (ii) components in the digital world like software, resources, etc, and (iii) the ways they are

related, (i.e.), who controls what, who provides what, etc. The trust decisions of users toward a system we propose

here are based on SOCIOPATH models.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a quick overview of SOCIOPATH. Section 3 presents

the first ideas of our approach on computing the user’s trust decision toward a system for an activity. Finally, we

conclude and detail the ongoing work and perspectives in Section 5.
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2 Overview of SOCIOPATH

The SOCIOPATH meta-model [17,18], allows to describe the architecture of a system in terms of the components

that exist in the social world, where persons own physical resources and data, and in the digital world, where

instances of data (including application codes) are stored and artifacts (softwares) are running. SOCIOPATH also

describes the relations between the different components of the two worlds.

Enriched with deduction rules, the SOCIOPATH meta-model allows to underline and discover chains of access

and control relations between the actors and the digital resources in a system. A user may completely trust a person

in a field, where she does not trust the same person at all in another field, for example, a user may trust a person in

the quality of services she offers, but not in keeping her data private. The Implicit relations of access and control

in a system allows the user to know who are the persons who might access or control her data, thus considering the

privacy as a factor to evaluate the trustworthy of these persons.

Two of the most important concepts used in SOCIOPATH are:

– path, which is a list of actors and digital resources that describes the way an actor may access a resource ;

– activity, which is a task like sharing data, chatting, buying online, etc., where some restrictions are considered

to impose the presence of particular elements in the path. For instance, if a person wants to read a .doc

document, she must use an artifact that can “understand” this type of document (e.g., Microsoft Word or Open

Office Writer).

Figure 1 shows an example of a SOCIOPATH model where a user Marie wants to perform the activity “reserving a

plane ticket”1. The social world part of the figure contains:

– the persons (physical or moral), like Marie or the airline company AirFrance;

– the physical resources, like AF-A-330-200 which can be any 330-200 plane owned by AirFrance and

constructed by AirBus;

– the data involved in this activity, like Marie’s travel.

The digital world contains the digital resources, involved in the activity like the site Opodo, or the

data instances like eTicket which is a representation of Marie travel. Then the interaction between

the two worlds are represented by the relations control, access, support, own and represent. Marie can

achieve her activity via three available paths. She uses a Broker that may lead her to two on-

line travel agency sites, GoVoyages and Opodo. The first site reserves an AirFrance ticket

or a Bohja ticket and the second one reserves a Continental Airlines ticket. The first

path is: {Marie, Broker, GoVoyages, AirFrance reservation, eTicket}. The second path

is: {Marie, Broker, GoVoyages, Bhoja Air reservation, eTicket} and the third path is:

{Marie, Broker, Opodo, Continental Airlines reservation, eTicket}. Each element

of the path is controlled by one or more persons in the social world and supported by one physical resource at

least. For instance, Opodo is controlled by the Amadeus group and the AirFrance reservation is sup-

ported by the aircraft AF-A-330-200.

Among others, SOCIOPATH allows to define:

1. the set of user’s dependences on artifacts for an activity (digital dependences), which is composed by the

artifacts a user passes through to perform an activity. Some examples of the sets of the digital dependences

for the activity “Marie reserves a plane ticket” are: {{Broker},{GoVoyages, Opodo},{GoVoyages,
Continental Airlines reservation}, etc };

2. the set of user’s dependences on persons for an activity (social dependences), which is composed of the

persons who control the artifacts the user depends on i.e., (1);

3. the set of user’s dependences on physical resources for an activity (social dependences), which is composed

of the physical resources that supports the artifacts the user depends on i.e., (1).

Some example of the social dependences are: {{Broker Provider},{Accor, Amadeus},
{AirFrance, Boeing}, etc} and {{AF-A-330-200, CA-B-757-300, BA-B-737-400},
etc}. Without one of those sets Marie can not achieve her activity.

Given this information we can help the user to build a trust decision toward a system for an activity.

1 For simplicity, the figure does not introduce all the entities involved in this activity. For instance, each software must be

supported by a physical resource (a server, a PC, etc), which is not presented in the figure.
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Fig. 1: An example about the paths and the relations derived from the modeling using SOCIOPATH.

3 Building a trust decision toward a system for an activity

A system is able to perform an activity (like buying online, editing a document, etc) if at least it has one path to

do it. In general, current systems provide different ways to perform the same activities. For users, it is important to

know if the system is trustworthy enough to perform their activity and which is the most trustworthy path provided

by the system from their personal and private point of view.

SOCIOPATH provides a rich foundation to analyze systems thanks to its distinction between the digital and the

social worlds and the interaction between them. From the sets of dependences resulting of SOCIOPATH models,

we can analyze the trust of a system for an activity. For this, we propose to use concepts of trust toward persons,

digital resources and physical resources to perform an activity. This will allow us to calculate the trust toward paths

and toward the system in general.

Figure 2 shows a graphical representation of the steps of our process to compute the user’s trust for an activity:

1. SOCIOPATH helps to identify:

(a) the paths for an activity;

(b) the user’s dependences on artifacts for an activity (digital dependences) in a system;

(c) the user’s dependences on physical resources for an activity (social dependences) in a system;

(d) the user’s dependences on persons for an activity (social dependences) in a system;

2. the user makes a trust decision toward the persons she depends on to do an activity;

3. a trust decision toward the artifacts a user depends on is made from the user’s trust toward the persons and the

user’s trust toward the data related to the artifacts and the representation of this data;

4. a trust decision toward the physical resources a user depends on is made from the user’s trust toward the

persons;

5. a trust decision toward the paths in the system for an activity is made from the trust decision made toward the

artifacts;

6. we obtain the user’s trust toward the system for an activity from the user’s trust toward the paths for an activity.

Next sections explain the steps 2 to 6.

3.1 Building a trust decision toward a person to perform a role

The persons a user depends on to perform an activity are the persons who control an artifact or more in the path. A

user trusts a person, depending on her own personal relationship, on her past experiences, or on the reputation of
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Fig. 2: Decision making process according to the trust toward a system.

this person [5,6,7,8,9,10]. Beside that, since the user is aware of the access and control relations in a system, she

can consider also the way this person deals with privacy as a factor that indicate the trustworthy of this person.

By using this, a user declares a level of trust toward another person. We note this value TP . For instance, Marie

may trusts AirBus more than Boeing because she is European for instance, or she might trust Accor more than

Amadeus because the privacy policy of Accor satisfies her privacy preferences more than the privacy policy of

Amadeus, this is very important because both of them might have an access to her personal information.

3.2 Building a trust decision toward an artifact

When Marie wants to reserve a ticket to travel, she may use a site like Opodo. Of course, Marie should trust the

persons who control this site (providers and administrators) to act honestly. Marie should trust also the code source

of the site (design of the site and the representation of the site in the digital world).

When a user wants to make a trust decision toward an artifact, she depends on the following:

– The person who provides the code supporting the artifact. We note the level of trust toward the provider

Tprovider.

– The person who owns and controls a physical resource that supports the artifact. We note the level of trust

toward the supporter Tsupporter.

– The data instance that supports the artifact. Every artifact is supported by a data instance (the code source of this

artifact), and every data instance represents some data in the digital world. The trust toward the data instance is

evaluated depending on the trust toward the data and the representation of this data. We note the level of trust

toward the data instance TdataInstance. Note that TdataInstance = f(Tdata, Trepresents(data,dataInstance))
where Tdata is the trust toward the data and Trepresents(data,dataInstance) is the trust toward the representation

of the data in the digital world.

The level of trust toward the artifact noted TF , is a function of Tprovider, Tsupporter and TdataInstance:

TF = fartifact(Tprovider, Tsupporter, TdataInstance).

3.3 Building a trust decision toward a physical resource

If Marie wants to reserve an AirFrance ticket to travel, that implies that she needs to trust the plane model

of the reservation AF-A-330-200. How can she make a trust decision toward this plane model? Of course, Marie
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should trust AirBus, the provider of this plane to construct good aircrafts, also the persons or the companies who

have some control on the plane, like the maintenance association EASA of the European Union.

When a user wants to make a trust decision toward a physical resource, she depends on the following:

– the person who provides the physical resource. We note the level of trust toward the provider Tprovider.

– the person who controls the physical. We note this level of trust Tcontroler.

The level of trust toward the physical resource noted TPR, is a function of Tprovider and Tcontroler:

TPR = fphysres(Tprovider, Tcontroler).

3.4 Building a trust decision toward a path for an activity (ω-path)

In real life, if a user wants to perform an activity, she needs to follow a path and use some tools to reach her

objective.

If Marie needs to reserve a plane ticket, she could have several paths and different tools to do it. Marie may use

a Broker to choose a site of aircraft reservation like GoVoyages, which leads her to an airline company like

AirFrance, then reserve the ticket. To make a trust decision toward this path, Marie needs to trust the tools she

uses whether they are artifacts or physical resources.

A path in a system is an ordered list of artifacts that begins with an actor and ends with a digital resource. The

user’s trust toward a path is evaluated depending on the artifacts that belong to the path. We note this value Tσω

where σω is a path for an activity ω performed by the user. Let σω be a ω-path:

Tσω
= fpath({TF , TPR : F ∈ σω ∧ supports(PR,F ))}.

3.5 Building a trust decision toward a system for an activity

A user might have several paths to perform an activity.

The Broker Marie uses leads her to sites like GoVoyages and Opodo, each of them proposes her several

reservations. Marie trust decision toward a system for the activity “reserving a plane ticket”, is composed of the

trust decision toward all the paths enabling her to perform the activity.

Finally, from the user’s trust toward paths enabling a user to perform an activity, we are able to propose the

trust function toward the system. Let σω be an ω-path and Υω be the set of the ω-paths. The user trust toward a

system, noted Tω , is given by:

Tω = fsystem({Tσω
: σω ∈ Υω}).

Depending on the value Tω , a user can make a trust decision toward a system.

3.6 Implementing trust functions

Implementing the functions above can be a challenge because the trust level should be weighed by the importance

of the actor’s role for the activity from the user point of view, and the chosen metrics should give different meaning

to the user. Some functions give a general value of trust like the average function, but it hides the dangerous

elements in a path or a system. Others can be pessimistic functions like the minimum function because if the user

has one untrustworthy element in the path or the system, that means that the whole system is untrustworthy, on the

other hand, it gives a good indication on the risks existing in a path or a system.

The maximum function is an optimistic choice because it shows the most trustworthy elements in a system.

Each of the previous functions has a special meaning, defining the metrics of trust should be a mix of different

functions to show these different meaning. Looking for the best metrics is one of our future goals.

4 Impact on privacy

This work is related to privacy on several aspects. On the one hand, SOCIOPATH requires transparency to involved

actors, and this can be perceived as a privacy breach. The more details a SOCIOPATH model has about the ar-

chitecture, the more accurate the dependency factor is. But to avoid to reveal a detailed architecture, an artifact

may, for instance, provide only its dependencies concerning the involved user activity without giving its levels of

dependencies.
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On the other hand, the way privacy is managed by involved actors is an important factor that influence the trust

a user has toward toward those actors. There exist a lot of web tools that detect several aspects concerning privacy.

To analyse Web sites, one of the most interesting tool is PrivacyBird2. Based on P3P privacy policies3, PrivacyBird

indicates if a site matches user’s preferences or not. Another one is Collusion4, a Mozilla add-on that detects the

third-parties tracking users in the Web. There exist also Privacy Dashboard5, another Mozilla add-on that helps

to control what personal information is collected by sites. Thus, if users are informed about the actors’ practices

concerning their privacy, they are able to state a reliable trust degree toward those sites.

5 Ongoing work and Conclusion

This paper proposes a model for the user to build a trust decision toward a system for a specific activity. This

work is not only limited to calculate the value of trust toward the system, it also enables the user to manipulate her

architecture to maximize her trust toward a system for an activity, by changing some artifacts or eliminating some

paths.

SOCIOPATH can be used to check whether the system respects the users’s satisfaction with regards to their

privacy and trust. Being able to test an architecture compliance with respect to users’ privacy policies and users’

trust priorities is our future goal.
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